Building opportunities through abstinence.

CCU's Grant Center selects four students as Real Estate Scholars.

Russ Roberts on Life as an Economics Educator (Ep. 68)

In Myrtle Beach, retailers at sites like The Market Common and Coastal Grand Mall have closed and different businesses are replacing them, according to Salvino. He said especially in a tourist-driven area, it's the attractions like Topgolf are what thrive along the Grand Strand.

Students accepted into the program are eligible for scholarships of up to $10,000. Scholarships are available for CCU’s Grant Center for Real Estate and Economics, which was founded in 2016 and named after FIABCI’s honorary world president, Tony Grant, and his wife, Carrie, who now live in S.C. The program is coordinated by Léo Attias, president of FIABCI-France, and “Metro Factory” - in Saint-Ouen in the northern suburbs of Paris. The visit was coordinated by Léo Attias, president of FIABCI-France, and “Metro Factory” - in Saint-Ouen in the northern suburbs of Paris. The visit was coordinated by Léo Attias, president of FIABCI-France, and “Metro Factory” - in Saint-Ouen in the northern suburbs of Paris.

A recent report from Coresight Research shows nearly 6,000 stores are expected to close this year. Robert Salvino, director of the Grant Center at Coastal Carolina University, said discount stores such as TJ Maxx, Marshalls, Dollar General, and outlet malls are still doing very well.

Experts say retailers need to keep up with changing customer behaviors, which include traditional preferences for experiential, in-person shopping and a growth in online purchases.